PROTECTING JOB OPPORTUNITIES OF
SMOKERS: FAIR TREATMENT FOR THE
NEW MINORITY
Donald W. Garner*
Within the last five years, a remarkable development has occurred in America's war on tobacco. A significant number of employers (about six percent) now refuse to hire smokers even
though the smoking is done at home.' In 1987, a survey found
that only about one percent of employers would not hire smokers. 2 Today, these hiring bans involve hundreds of thousands of
jobs in both large and small companies in virtually every industry, including manufacturing, construction, services, insurance
and education. Employers now refusing to hire smokers include
Turner Broadcasting Systems of Atlanta,4 Letho Industries, a
printing company in Raleigh, North Carolina, 5 New Brunswick
Scientific Company, a maker of medical equipment,6 and Cardinal Industries, a builder of mobile homes. Cardinal Industries
enforced its policy by announcing that it "only hires nonsmokers
and gives every applicant a urine test and promises to fire those
7
who say they have quit, but don't."
The most celebrated instance of an employer taking the next
logical step and threatening to fire smokers involved U.S.G.
Acoustical Products Company. This large manufacturer of
acoustical tile announced that it would administer pulmonary
* Professor of Law, Southern Illinois University School of Law, Carbondale,
Illinois.
I Milo Geyelin, The Job Is Yours-Unless You Smoke, WALL ST.J., April 21, 1989, at
BI, reports that the Administrative Management Society, a professional management group from Trevose, Pennsylvania, found that six percent of 283 companies
polled would not hire smokers.
2 Id.
3 Id. at chart.
4 See Joan O'C. Hamilton et al., "No Smoking" Sweeps America, BUSINESS WEEK,
July 27, 1987, at 42.
5 Geyelin, supra note 1, at BI.
6 Id.
7 Advice to Applicants-Looking For a Job? Don't Smoke, 25 LAw OFF. ECON. &
MGMT. 340 (1984-85) reports that often there is more of an informal reluctance
than an outright refusal to hire smokers. In a poll of Seattle personnel officers,
over half (53%) said they would give preference to nonsmokers, and after being
informed that smokers are twice as likely to be absent as nonsmokers, the preference for hiring nonsmokers jumped to 90%. Id.
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tests to workers in eight states to identify employees who were
smoking on or off the job.' This promise to fire smokers was
later modified so that smokers "may place their employment status in jeopardy" but "[w]e will not be taking blanket, automatic
actions. '"
Employer Roger Blackwood put an interesting twist on the
prohibition of home smoking when he started his plastic molding
company. Blackwood hires smokers, but requires them to sign a
pledge that they will quit smoking within 90 days and, indeed,
fired a supervisor who did not quit.'0
These hiring bans and firing threats have produced a predictable response by the cigarette industry as it seeks to cast
smokers into the role of a new and abused minority. Through its
"Enough is Enough" campaign, the Tobacco Institute complained that, "even off the job, some employers are ordering
smokers not to light up. Reasonable people agree that no one
should be able to dictate what legal activities we can or can't do
in our own homes."" The Tobacco Institute asserted, in one advertisement, that not only is it unfair to single out smokers for
high taxes and harassment in public, but that "firing someone
who smokes at home ... is discrimination. Americans want and
12
deserve better."'
A Tobacco Institute-sponsored book, written by a George
Mason University professor, carried the theme a bit further by
characterizing nonsmokers as an "ignorant," "anti-democratic,"
"hypocritical," "arrogant," "paternalistic," and "conspiratorial"
majority which has imposed work place smoking rules not in an
effort "to increase economic efficiency, but to increase the wealth
8 See Stephen Phillips, Concern Warns It Will Dismiss All Who Smoke, N.Y. TIMES,
Jan. 21, 1987, at A16.
9 Id. Manufacturer Now Says Smoking Won't Mean Automatic Dismissal, N.Y. TIMES,
Jan. 29, 1987, at B7. ASA News, February 1990, also reports that Ford Meter Box
Company in Wabash, Indiana fired two employees for smoking off the job. Indiana
Company Fires Employees for Smoking at Home, ASA NEWS (American Smokers Alliance,
Nashville, TN), Feb. 1990, at 1.
10 " 'Anybody who smokes has 90 days to quit and will sign a notarized statement saying they will not smoke-or they won't be here.'" Company Posts No-Smoking Sign-On or OffJob, CHI. TRIB., July 16, 1989, at CI.
11 The "Enough is Enough" media campaign, in response to the Surgeon General's Report on Reducing the Risks: 25 Years of Progress, spent $500,000 to place full
page ads in 18 leading newspapers. See Tobacco Institute Poll on Smoking Policies,
SMOKING CONTROL ADVOCACY RESOURCE CENTER, ACTION ALERT (Advocacy Institute, Washington, D.C.), Jan. 25, 1989, at 1.
12 Enough is.. ., Tobacco Institute Advertisement (copy on file with the SETON
HALL LAW REVIEW).
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of nonsmokers at the expense of smokers."' 3 The book predicts
that the abuse of smokers may not, however, last forever because
"the working classes of western society have shown strong resistance to the imposition of upper middle class values .. .
Philip Morris Company, through its Philip Morris Magazine
(PM), also regularly serves up righteously indignant articles decrying discrimination against smoking at home. 5 PM seized the
opportunity to reprint three cartoons from the mainstream media ridiculing the U.S.G. Company's threat to fire smokers. One
cartoon shows an overbearing boss asking an applicant, "Is there
anything you wouldn't give up for the privilege of working for
us." In another cartoon, the company president is invited home
for dinner and is shown rigging up a tobacco smoke detector.
Finally, a Big Brother Eye is seen peering into a bedroom while
the husband asks "First there was no smoking in the cafeteria,
then smoking was banned at work, what next?"' 6
The outcry against employers refusing to hire smokers has
not been limited to the tobacco industry. Legitimate social commentators, such as Mark Rothstein, a Professor of Law and Director of the Health Law Institute at the University of Houston, have
registered their disapproval. In an article deeply critical of cigarette smoking, Professor Rothstein nonetheless concludes that
"the costs of overzealousness in regulating smoking, particularly
with regard to the employment setting, may be even greater than
the benefits of marginal declines in smoking rates. From a societal standpoint, the refusal to employ smokers is an unacceptable
response."17
The American Civil Liberties Union has declared that the
ban of home smokers from the workplace violates the "right to
engage in lawful activity off the job."' 8 Similar criticism was
13 TOLLISON, SMOKING AND SOCIETY: TOWARDS A MORE BALANCED ASSESSMENT 9
(1986).
14 Id. at 239.
15 In addition to travel, food, and sports articles, every PM Magazine regularly
features complaints about the treatment of smokers in its PM Notebook section.
16 PHILIP MORRIS MAGAZINE, Fall 1987, at 24-25.
17 Mark A. Rothstein, Refusing to Employ Smokers: Good Public Health or Bad Public
Policy?, 62 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 940, 968 (1987). See also John C. Fox, Smoking in the
Workplace: Who Has What Rights?, 11 CAMPBELL L. REV. 311 (1989). It should be
noted that Mr. Fox is a partner in the law firm of Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, which
represents the Tobacco Institute. Fox is the author of other Tobacco Institute
sponsored materials such as Robert W. Etheridge & C. Fox, Towards a Civil Rights
Approach to Smoking, CURRENTS (Amer. Assoc. for Affirmative Action, Atlanta, GA),
Apr. 1987).
18 Nancy R. Gibbs, All Fired Up Over Smoking, TIME, Apr. 18, 1988, at 72.
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voiced by Bernard Dushman, who is the President of the Ohio
Civil Liberties Union and Assistant Dean at Yale Law School.
Dushman noted:
[While] Congress [has] outlawed discrimination on the basis
of race, sex, national origin, religion and age, discrimination
in hiring is raising its ugly head again ....

Sure, smokers as a

class have not been subjected to the systematic maltreatment
suffered by blacks and women. But employers ought not to be
able to impose their concepts of morality, or health, on employees on pain of loss of ajob or on denial of the opportunity
to compete.' 9
Michael Gartner, President of NBC News, has echoed the
ACLU's criticism of employer's denial of equal hiring opportunity
for smokers.2" Gartner declared:
[I]t's all right [for] stores and restaurants to tell us not to
smoke on the premises. But is it all right for an employer or
the government to tell some of us-not all of us, but just some
of us-not to smoke at home, even though smoking is quite
legal? 2
Moreover, Gartner stated that denying a job to one who smokes
"while he's home or walking in the woods or watching a football
game at the high school stadium [is] going a step-a giant step-too
far."'2 Gartner quoted approvingly from FrankJ. McGee, a lawyer
for the Boston Police Patrolman's Association, which is fighting a
Massachusetts law banning the hiring of policemen who smoke:
"'Are we about to form a nicotine police corp to follow cops around
to see if they're smoking?'"23
Commentators from both the left and right wings of political
thought have joined in the public condemnation of the treatment
now accorded smokers. John Leo, a conservative commentator for
U.S. News and World Report, observed:
The battle is over and anti-smokers have won. The burning
and inhaling of dead plant matter will continue, but it is now a
defiant, rear-guard activity, best undertaken in a spirit of
sheepishness or shame. Now officially stigmatized, smokers
are exposed to a level of harassment that would have been
19

Bernard J. Dushman, A Burning Issue On the Job and Off,

NEWSWEEK,

Jan. 13,

1986, at 9.
20 Michael Gartner, Legal "Killer" Under Attack With the Wrong Weapons, Viewpoint,
WALL ST.J.,Jan. 12, 1989, at 15.
21
22
23

Id.

Id.
Id.
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considered shocking three or four years ago. 24
Perhaps the prize for the most florid description of work place
related smoking rules should go to Alexander Cockburn, a hard-left
writer for The Nation. He noted that Hitler was a rabid anti-smoker
and health nut and characterized today's anti-smoking advocates as
the new "health fascists."' 25 Cockburn asserted that part of the
health fascists' program is to wage war on the working class and to
make "legal addicts" of the proletariat, most of whom are disproportionately made up of Blacks and Hispanics, in an effort to "keep
26
workers in line."

Strong legislative voices recently have joined this chorus of disapproval; the issue is no longer just a matter of public controversy,
but of legal sanction. Beginning in 1989, smoker anti-discrimination bills were introduced by a wide variety of state legislatures. Oregon, which has a strong Indoor Clean Air statute2 7 and is a state
with a long liberal tradition, has deemed it a civil rights violation for
any employer to refuse to hire a prospective employee based on the
use of "lawful tobacco products during nonworking hours." 2 8 Ironically, Virginia passed a less stringent state law prohibiting only governmental units, not employers in general, from refusing to hire
smokers.2 9 Protecting smokers' job opportunities also enjoyed very
popular support in the California assembly, which overwhelmingly
passed a nondiscrimination bill despite strong lobbying by volunteer groups such as the American Heart Association, American
Lung Association, American Cancer Society and Americans for
Non-Smoker's Rights. The bill was defeated only after being vetoed
by the Governor." °
The popularity of smoker protection bills in such diverse states
as Oregon, Virginia, and California encouraged the tobacco industry to carry forward its new found civil rights agenda. The 1989 and
1990 state legislative sessions produced a small avalanche of smoker
protection bills with passage in seven states.3 1 The Tobacco Free
Legislative Clearing House, which is charged with monitoring to24 John Leo, A Pox On All Our Houses, U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, Feb. 20,
1989, at 65.
25 Alexander Cockburn, The Great American Smoke Screen, Viewpoint, WALL ST. J.,
June 16, 1988, at 23.
26 Id.
27 OR. REV. STAT. §§ 433.835 to 433.990(5) (1989).
28 OR. REV. STAT. § 659.380 (1991).
29 VA. CODE ANN. § 15.1-29.18 (1989).
30 H. Res. 2288, Reg. Sess. (Cal. 1989).
31 The states that passed smoker protection bills in 1989 and 1990 include Colorado, Kentucky, New York, Virginia, Tennessee, Rhode Island and South Carolina.
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bacco legislation, warned that smoker anti-discrimination laws "will
be the central strategies of the tobacco industry in 1990.1132
That prediction has now become an irrefutable fact. Indeed,
twenty-five states had passed smoker job protection laws by August
of 1992.33 In virtually every other state, smoker protection bills
have been considered for passage.3 4
One can not explain these laws' widespread popularity by
pointing solely to the powerful tobacco lobby. These laws are popular because they make sense. Section I of this Article will examine
the policies that buttress these laws, such as the need to protect
both privacy and the economic opportunities of impoverished and
addicted smokers.
These policies, however, are not sufficiently strong to transfigure smokers into a new minority deserving protections accorded
true victims of economic prejudice such as blacks and women. Section II will argue for a balanced approach to this issue-one that
respects the need of some employers not to hire smokers, and that
permits all employers to make smokers pay their own way via increased health care premiums.
Finally, Section III will analyze the current crop of smoking
See Gedling, Employees Deserve Privacy, ASA NEWS (American Smokers Alliance,
Nashville, TN), Dec. 1990, at 7.
32 Alert on Anti-Discriminationof Smokers and Preemption Provisions, LEGISLATIVE UPDATE (Tobacco-Free America, Washington, D.C.), Dec. 1990, at 7.
33 These states include: Arizona, ARIz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 36-601.02 (Supp.
1991); Colorado, COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-34-402.5 (Supp. 1991); Connecticut,
CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. (West 1992) (Pub. L. No. 91-271, § 3); Illinois, ILL. REV.
STAT. ch. 48,
2855 (Supp. 1991); Indiana, IND. CODE § 22-5-4-1 (Supp. 1992);
Kentucky, Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 344.040 (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill, Supp. 1992);
Louisiana, LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 23:966 (West Supp. 1992); Maine, ME. REV. STAT.
ANN. tit. 26 § 597 (Supp. 1991); Minnesota, MINN. STAT. § 181.938 (Supp. 1992);
Mississippi, MISS. CODE ANN. § 71-7-33 (Supp. 1992); Nevada, NEV. REV. STAT.
§ 613.333 (Supp. 1991); New Hampshire, N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 275:37-a (Supp.
1991); New Jersey, N.J. STAT. ANN. § 34:6B-1 (Supp. 1992); New Mexico, N.M.
STAT. ANN. § 50-11-3 (Supp. 1992); North Dakota, N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-02.4-03
(1991); Oklahoma, OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 40 §§ 500 to 503 (Supp. 1992); Oregon,
OR. REV. STAT. § 659.380 (1991); Rhode Island, R.I. GEN. LAws § 23-20.7.1-1
(Supp. 1991); South Carolina, S.C. CODE ANN. § 41-1-85 (Law. Co-op. Supp.
1991); South Dakota, S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. § 60-4-11 (Supp. 1992); Tennessee, TENN. CODE ANN. § 50-1-304 (1991); Virginia, VA. CODE ANN. § 15.1-29.18
(Michie 1989); West Virginia, W. VA. CODE § 21-3-19 (Supp. 1992); Wisconsin,
WIS. STAT. §§ 111.31, 111.35 (Supp. 1992); and Wyoming, 1992 Wvo. SESS. LAWS
81 (to be codified at Wyo. STAT. § 27-9-105(a)). For a discussion of state smoker
protection laws, see Thomas W. Sculco, Note, Smokers' Rights Legislation: Should the
State "Butt Out" of the Workplace?, 33 B.C. L. REV. 879 (1992).
34 ACTION ON SMOKING AND HEALTH reported that various smoking protection

measures were defeated in twenty three states in 1991. Smoking Protection Legislation,
ACTION ON SMOKING AND HEALTH, Jan. 14, 1992 (on file with the author).
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laws and will criticize their exceptional disregard for the interests of
both the public and business community.
I.

POLICIES SUPPORTING ENACTMENT OF SMOKERS EMPLOYMENT
PROTECTION LAWS

1.

Benefit and burden

An employer refuses to hire a smoker not to promote the
compelling national goal of protecting public health, but primarily to save health care expenditures. Rising health care costs, estimated at approximately twenty percent a year for some
businesses,3 5 have led many employers to hold the line in union
negotiations. Consequently, health care issues are the leading
cause of strikes in the United States. 6 By eliminating smokers
from the work force, businesses help contain health care costs in
that nonsmokers are sick less often than smokers. 37 The Lutheran Health Service of Fargo, North Dakota very recently calculated excessive smoker health costs in its chain of hospitals and
nursing homes. The study covered 4500 employees in ten midwestern and western states, and found that while the number of
medical claims was only eight percent higher for smokers, the
claims paid were twenty four percent higher on average for
smokers than nonsmokers.3 8 It should be noted that the study
did not attempt to isolate smoking from other lifestyle indicators
such as blood cholesterol levels, weight and alcohol
consumption.

39

35 Tim W. Ferguson, Dr. Deukmejian's New Deal - Or Is It His Monster?, WALL ST.
J., Feb. 20, 1990, at A25.
36 Health benefit disputes were the main reason for 78% of strikes in the first
ten months of 1989, as opposed to only 18% in 1986. David Craig, Health Issues
Fuel Strikes, USA TODAY, Feb. 20, 1990, at Bl.
37 The highest estimate of higher employment costs for smokers comes from
William Weis, a partner in a Seattle consulting firm. He estimated that smokers
push business costs up to $4,600 a year through health and life insurance, cleaning
and maintenance, work time wasted and absenteeism. See Sarah Oates, Two Burning
Questions: J1ho Tells Smokers to Put It Out?, WASHINGTON POST, July 28, 1985 at D1.
That estimate has been challenged by other studies. Id.
38 Ron Winslow, Some Firms Put A Price On Smoking, WALL ST. J., Mar. 6, 1990, at
B1.
39 Id. at B4. Smokers may be even more likely to engage in dangerous activities
outside the job, beyond smoking, that may wind up costing employers money.
Smokers are twice as likely not to eat breakfast as nonsmokers, three times more
likely to be heavy drinkers, to sleep less, to get less physical activity, and to use a
wider range of drugs and medication. They also tend to get into more arguments
and engage in risky activities such as carrying knives, guns, picking up hitchhikers,
and visiting high crime areas. Only one-third of smokers use seat belts while more
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Although the goal of containing health costs may be both
laudable and understandable, it does not justify creating a system
of respiratory apartheid wherein nonsmokers work and smokers
must remain at home. When businesses take the giant leap from
promoting public health by eliminating cigarette smoke from our
common air to promoting their private profits through eliminating smokers from their payrolls, then the Tobacco Institute is
right-enough is enough.
This assertion seems particularly valid when health care
costs can be controlled, at least in part, by charging smokers
higher health care premiums. For example, U-Haul International
deducts up to $130 a year from employees who smoke or are
excessively overweight. Those employees who lose weight and
quit smoking get their money back. This method is one way for
U-Haul to contain the $17 million it spends on health care costs
for its 13,000 employees. 40 Lutheran Health Services, after
quantifying the health care experience of smokers and nonsmokers, decided to charge smokers a ten percent premium on
their health care contributions. The benefits manager stated:
"It's going to cost us more to provide health care for you as a
smoker, therefore we expect you to pay more. ' '4 1 Controlling
health costs by charging smokers more-not firing smokers-was
also recommended by Surgeon General Koop in the Surgeon General's Report on Reducing the Risks: 25 Years of Progress.4 2
Other, even less compelling, motivations may enter the decision not to hire smokers. Cardinal Industries adopted its policy
in 1987 not only to contain health care costs, but to "appease
employee complaints about second-hand cigarette smoke." 4 3
Smoking can and should be prohibited in common work areas,
but clean air can be provided by methods far short of confining
smokers to their homes.
When the motivation is even more ethereal, such as satisfying what one employer called his "personal interest in health and
fitness," 4 4 then there is even less justification for excluding smokthan half of nonsmokers regularly use them. Otten, Smokers' Problems Go Well Beyond
Smoking, WALL ST. J., Aug. 23, 1988, at 25.
40 Fern Schumer Chapman, Docking Pay to Spur Better Health is OK, USA TODAY,
February 16, 1990, at 10A.
41 Winslow, supra note 38, at BI.
42

U.S. DEP'T
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25

YEARS

OF PROGRESS

(1989) [hereinafter 25 YEARS OF PROGRESS].
43 Geyelin, supra note 1, at B1.
44 Company Posts No-Smoking Sign-On or Off Job, supra note 10, at C1.
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ers from an opportunity to earn a living. Compared to the concrete reality of being denied a job, the desire of nonsmokers not
to work around even abstaining smokers seems like gossamer, if
not gloating.
But what of the assertion that by refusing to hire smokers,
employers will be encouraging smokers to quit? Indeed, it may
be that to the extent smokers' lives are made miserable, they will
be more likely to give up smoking. This, however, is not a valid
justification. Smoking is legal, which means smokers are not to
be made social and economic pariahs. Humiliating smokers by
requiring them to drink from separate fountains and to attend
segregated schools might be marvelously effective in reducing
the incidence of smoking, but these draconian measures hardly
reflect the principles of a tobacco-free America.
In all of this, one is reminded of the story told by Socrates
about the boys throwing rocks at frogs. For the boys, it was just a
game; for the frogs, it was deadly serious. Local ordinances and
employer rules that require smokers to refrain from lighting up
until a meal is finished or the work day is done serve the compelling interest of keeping everyone's air clean, while imposing on
smokers only a disagreeable inconvenience. Clean indoor air
laws have achieved their almost universal popularity because a
fair balance between the benefit and burden is achieved. But
when the anti-smoking movement smiles at want ads reading
"Non-Smokers Only," 4 5 it brings into serious question the movement's continuing sense of either balance or fairness.
2.

Privacy

Not only do hiring bans impose too great a burden on smokers in relation to the benefits achieved by the public and the employer, but enforcement of these bans involves the employer in
the employee's private life to a dangerous degree. Companies
that ban smoking on the job instead of banning smokers from the
job avoid having to investigate their workers' off-the-job activities. In the words ofJim Monette, a spokesman for Pacific Northwestern, "We're not telling employees to stop smoking, because
that's a personal thing, but we are asking employees to refrain
from smoking on company property."46
45 One commentator stated that "[y]ou can track this new wave of discrimination
by reading the classified pages of major newspapers across the country." Dushman, supra note 19, at 9.
46 Oates, supra note 37, at D1.
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The contention is not that such interferences with privacy
rise to the level of an invasion of a constitutionally protected interest, or that the courts should protect private smoking. 4 7 The
point is that employers need to see a difference between the
boiler room and the living room. Employers snooping around
bars, encouraging tattling, eavesdropping on conversations and
requiring pulmonary and urinary tests, all in an effort to detect
and punish legal conduct practiced at home, lends credence to
the Tobacco Institute's charge that we are becoming "a nation of
informers. 4 8 Loathing of tobacco need not deafen us to the an49
cient claim that a man's home is his castle.
Only when the penalty for smoking at home is significantly
reduced from being fired to being required to pay more for
health insurance may employers, in turn, be granted a modest
license to monitor their employees' smoking status. Some businesses that charge differential health insurance premiums for
smokers and nonsmokers have experienced success with the
honor system and do not require physical evidence that the em50
ployee is not smoking.
But what of the less trusting employer? Where an employer
is attempting to treat fairly his smoking employees by only charging them for the extra health care resources they use, then the
employer should have the right to use at least limited means to
substantiate the smoking claims of its employees. If the goal of
the urine test is permanently to segregate smokers, however,
then employee smoking tests should be a source of apprehension
for anyone concerned with civil liberties.
3.

Addiction
If nothing else, the growing realization that current smokers
47 For example, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the fire depart-

ment rule against employing smokers had a rational relationship to legitimate state
purposes and, therefore, did not violate the terminated employee's constitutional
right to privacy. Grusendorf v. City of Oklahoma City, 816 F.2d 539 (10th Cir.
1987).
48 The Anti-Smoking Campaign: Enough is Enough (Tobacco Institute, Washington,
D.C.), Mar. 1989.
49 Stated one commentator: "No employer ought to have the power to decide

what we do in private. Isn't an honest day's work all an employer has a right to
demand?" Dushman, supra note 19, at 9.
50 When Lutheran Health Services decided to charge smokers more for their
coverage, it considered, but rejected, using laboratory tests to verify smoking
claims. It decided to use the honor system. Baker Hughes, an oil service company,

relies on the word of its employees, and it says the results have been good. Winslow, supra note 38, at BI.
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most often became addicted to nicotine as children or teenagers
still too young to drive a car 5 1 demands at least a small measure
of sympathy from the legislature. Smokers have not only been
victimized by a deceitful industry,5 2 they have also been mired in
an addiction reckoned by the Surgeon General to be similar to
that produced by heroin and cocaine. 5 3 Like King Lear, smokers
are far more sinned against than sinning, and they do not deserve
to have their nicotine dependency compounded by losing a
chance to earn a living. Certainly it is true that millions have
quit, 54 but does the half who has not deserve the back of society's
hand?
An addiction like that produced by heroin and cocaine at
least partially transforms smoking from a voluntary activity into
something resembling a medical condition or physical handicap.
At the very least, nicotine addiction turns choice into near
compulsion.
The United States Supreme Court has shown its sympathy
for the plight of smokers by clearing the way for lawsuits against
the tobacco companies based on deceit and breach of express
warranty claims. 55 Smokers are not loathsome creatures wilfully
practicing a loathsome habit, and thus they deserve some protection from mean-spirited employers who lock them out.
4.

The Underclass

The burden of an employer's refusal to hire smokers falls
especially hard on those who are in most need of a job-blacks,
women, the poor and uneducated. Given that blacks smoke
51 One-quarter of high school seniors who have ever smoked had their first cigarette by sixth grade, one-half by the eighth grade. 25 YEARS OF PROGRESS, supra
note 42, at 12.
52 When today's thirty year old smoker who is looking for a job began smoking,
he was the victim of a deceptive campaign by the tobacco companies to erode his
sense of fear. The Federal Trade Commission, in its report to Congress on December 31, 1974, concluded that the cigarette industry's "current practices and methods of cigarette advertising" had the effect of "relieving anxieties about the risks to
health posed by cigarette smoking." FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, A Report to
Congress Pursuant to the Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act 5 (1974).
53 "[Tlhe pharmacologic and behavioral processes that determine tobacco addiction are similar to those that determine addiction to drugs such as heroin and
cocaine."

U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, THE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF SMOKING: NICOTINE ADDICTION, H.R. Doc. No. 168, 100th Cong., 2d

Sess. 3 (1988).
54 "Nearly half of all living adults who ever smoked have quit." 25 YEARS OF
PROGRESS, supra note 42, at 11.
55 See Cippolone v. Liggett Group, 112 S. Ct. 2608 (1992).
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somewhat more than whites (thirty-four percent versus twentyeight percent) 5 6 a hiring ban produces a racially-disparate impact on their employment opportunities. That impact too may
soon manifest itself with women if the higher smoking rates for
57
females, who now smoke more than males, continue.
That smoker bans have a racial and gender impact is not the
only problem. By far the most dramatic impact will be felt by the
poor and uneducated of all races and both sexes. The smoking
rate of those without a high school education is not a few percentage points higher; it is about twice that of the most highly
educated classes.5 8 Dramatically compounding the effect of a hiring ban upon undereducated smokers is the fact that these smokers are far more likely to need a job, i.e., they are unemployed.
The unemployment rate for college graduates in 1988 was 1.7%,
while that of non-high school graduates was 9.67. 5 9 Within all
races and both sexes, the unemployment rate for those with little
education is about five times that of their educated peers. 60 The
largest disparity is found between educated white males and
poorly educated black males. The latter suffer ten times the rate
of unemployment of the former.6 '
When smokers are refused employment, those most in need
of a job and with fewer opportunities for a job will overwhelmingly pay the price. The poor and the uneducated are not only
the targets of the tobacco industry, they are also the targets of
smoker hiring bans. 6 2
II.

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF LIMITING SMOKER PROTECTION

Although the need to maintain avenues of employment for
the unemployed smoker is clear, it is necessary to balance the
smoker's interest against the legitimate interests of the employer
and public to promote economic efficiency and harmonious
56 Michael C. Fiore, et al., Trends in CigaretteSmoking in the United States: The Changing Influence of Gender and Race, 261 JAMA 49, 55 (Jan. 6, 1989).
57 John P. Pierce, et al., Trends in Cigarette Smoking in the United States: Educational
Differences Are Increasing, 261 JAMA 56, 59 (Jan. 6, 1989).
58 Id. at 56-57.
59 U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES 394

(109th ed. 1989).
60 Id.
61 The unemployment figures for black males is 15.7% as compared with 1.5%
for white males. Id.
62 It is not at all clear whether the racial and gender disparate impact produced
by a smoker hiring ban results in a federal civil rights job discrimination violation.
See generally Rothstein, supra note 17, at 954-60; Fox, supra note 17, at 314-18.
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working relations. Greater respect for the needs of some employers to treat smokers differently is warranted because smoking
63
is not a civil right, nor are smokers civil rights victims.
1.

Smokers Should Not Be Eligible For Civil Rights Protection

Smoking, for all of its extraordinary addictiveness, is still an
activity requiring at least some measure of consent to continue,
while being black or female is an immutable status involving no
choice. 6 4 Those citizens forever trapped in a vulnerable and permanent condition of birth always deserve greater protection than
those who, by their lifestyle, bring economic disadvantage and
65
social disdain upon themselves.
Furthermore, those classes of citizens now protected by current civil rights legislation have been the subject of long and
often quite outrageous mistreatment. Smokers have never been
held in chattel slavery, nor have they suffered through 100 years
of color segregation. 6 6 Smokers may justly claim protection
against job bias, but that claim does not warrant the level ofjob
protection that America must provide for racial minorities.
63 See Grusendorf v. City of Oklahoma City, 816 F.2d 539 (10th Cir. 1987),
where the Court held that the fire department's rule against employment of smokers had a rational relationship to legitimate state purposes and, hence, did not violate the Due Process Clause.
64 See, e.g., City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center, Inc., 473 U.S. 432
(1985). In determining whether mental retardation would qualify as a suspect or
quasi-suspect class, the Supreme Court articulated: "[Race, alienage and national
origin] are so seldom relevant to the achievement of any legitimate state interest"
that these groups are given additional protection as suspect classifications. Id. at
440. See generally, NORMAN VIEIRA, CONSTITUTIONAL CIVIL RIGHTS, at 61-62 (1990)
wherein the author points out that civil rights equal protection actions are based on
discrimination against a suspect class, most often a racial minority.
65 VIEIRA, supra note 64, at 141-165 (1990). Constitutional equal protection applies to fundamental rights as well as to classes of people. Fundamental rights have
been found where necessities of life or constitutional rights are involved. An employee's interest in smoking is unlikely to be protected as either a necessity of life
or a constitutional fundamental right. See, e.g., San Antonio Indep. School Dist. v.
Rodriguez 411 U.S. 1, 33-34 (1973) ("[T]he key to discovering whether education
is 'fundamental' is ... in assessing whether there is a right to education explicitly or
implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution."). See also Grusendorf v. City of
Oklahoma City, 816 F.2d 539, 541-42 (10th Cir. 1987) where a firefighter who was
terminated for smoking claimed that smoking was a fundamental right. The court
supported the termination and found that his interest in the job was not a fundamental right. Id.
66 See, e.g., Massachusetts Bd. of Retirement v. Murgia, 427 U.S. 307, 313 (1976)
(citation omitted) (In evaluating whether age guidelines for retirement by an employer create a suspect class, the court noted that the aged "have not experienced a
'history of purposeful unequal treatment' or been subjected to unique disabilities
on the basis of stereotyped characteristics not truly indicative of their abilities.").
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Also, the job discrimination now being visited upon smokers
is not motivated by an irrational racial hatred or sexual chauvinism. Saving health care costs does not justify confining smokers
to their homes, but the innocent desire of a business to save
money deserves infinitely more respect than the desires of those
businesses that would keep blacks in the ghetto and women in
the kitchen.
Finally, and most fundamentally, smoking is not a social
practice that American civil rights policy is dedicated to preserving. Tobacco is so lethal to the smoker and harmful to society
that its use can appropriately be discouraged in an effort to reduce the incidence of smoking and the number of smokers. Regressive taxes are levied, warnings are required, advertising is
restricted, cessation is preached and Smoke Outs are held, all
with the goal of achieving a tobacco-free America, i.e., one with
significantly reduced numbers of smokers. Conversely, no one in
his right mind is advocating a Chinese-, female-, or Catholic-free
America. The fundamental goal of American civil rights employment law 6 7 is to integrate into the economy permanent population groups, e.g., women and Hispanics, and to dignify and
protect permanent social values, e.g., religious freedom. Making
the world safe for smoking and smokers is most certainly not the
goal of civil rights laws, and were tobacco use to go the way of
spitting on the streets, no one who cares about civil rights would
mourn its passing.
A serious wrong has been committed when the livelihood of
smokers is threatened by employers. This wrong, however, is not
tantamount to a civil rights violation. To assert that it is profoundly trivializes true civil rights and deeply confuses the issue.
Smokers deserve social sympathy and legal tolerance, not civil
rights protection.
Thus, when considering the rigor and scope of laws that prohibit the refusal of employers to hire smokers, one should keep in
mind that cigarette users are entitled to significantly less job pro67 Equal Employment Opportunity Act, Title VII, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e17 (1982 & Supp. V 1987), is the principal employment provision of the United
States; it proscribes discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. The Civil Rights Act of 1991, amended by 42
§§ U.S.C. 1981, 1988, 2000e, 2000 e-1, 2000 e-2, 2000 e-4, 2000 e-5, 2000 e-16,
12111, 12112 and 12209, as well as 29 U.S.C. § 626 and 16 U.S.C. § la-5. Unlawful employment practice is still defined as discrimination on the basis of "race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin." See also, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
ACT OF 1972 (BNA) (1973).
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tection than that which ought to be accorded to actual civil rights
victims. Legislators should resist the temptation to tie smoker
anti-discrimination rules into existing civil rights employment
laws. If the deep suffering caused by 400,000 smoking deaths a
year is ever to be relieved, smoking must not receive the imprimatur of social approval accorded such activities as going to the
church of one's choice .
One of the very last things America needs is to see its hard
earned public health gains derailed or compromised by dignifying smoking as a protected civil right. Doing so in the employment context would set the stage for smoking proponents to
contend that there is a civil right to smoke on the job and in public areas, to buy cigarettes at any age, etc. For America to reach
the laudable goal of a tobacco-free society, it is essential that
smoking continue to be characterized as a tolerated vice and not
as a welcomed virtue.
Characterizing smoking as a civil right would not just send
the message that smoking is now socially acceptable. More specifically, if smoking off the job were simply added to the list of
protected civil rights already covered by employment anti-discrimination laws, businesses would be subject to the kind of exacting legal scrutiny involved in minority, female, and religious
bias cases. Neither smokers nor their prospective employers deserve that kind of treatment.
Businesses should be able to charge smokers more for their
health insurance, but this practice may well be prohibited if offduty smoking were made another civil right. Similarly, employers ought not to be found to have violated smokers'job rights by
simple reference to hiring patterns and percentages of smokers
on the job. This referencing has been the case in true civil rights
job litigation.6 8 In a smoking case, even more than in a true civil
rights case, direct proof of actual discrimination should be required because the goal of a smoker anti-discrimination law
should not be a job quota for smokers but fairness for the individual smoker. 69 Likewise, remedies for violating a smoker anti68 See, e.g., Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971), where the Supreme
Court held that the employer's testing procedures impacted disproportionately on
minorities in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000 (1982).
69 The Civil Rights Act of 1991 has limited the use of disparate impact as evidence of discrimination. "An unlawful employment practice based on disparate
impact is established under this subchapter only if- (i) a complaining party demonstrates that a respondent uses a particular employment practice that causes a
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discrimination law should be kept to the minimum needed to induce employer compliance. Punitive damages and powerful enforcement agencies should be shunned. Thus, free-standing
regulation that does not corrupt the civil rights laws, but instead
addresses the unique issues involved in smoking, should be the
first requirement of any smoker anti-discrimination law.70
2. Job Performance and Absenteeism
The basic justification for smoker protection laws is that
legal use of tobacco at home should be irrelevant if the smoker
can perform competently at work. The converse is equally true:
if the smoker is not up to the rigors of the job or has a personal
history of excessive absences, then the employer should not have
to hire and should be allowed to fire such an employee. 7 ' A central requirement of any smoker protection law must be the explicit recognition that American business should not have foisted
on it employees who can not do the job or who do not regularly
appear for work. The sin of smoker job discrimination is that all
smokers are lumped together and collectively denied employment. It is no sin for an employer to demand that every worker,
smoker or non-smoker, be just as competent and committed as
other employees.
3.

Health Care Costs
There is simply no good reason why an employer should be

disparate impact .... " 42 U.S.C.A. 2000e-2(k)(l)(A) (Supp. 1992). Pub. Law 102166 amends 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(a) to define unlawful employment practice as "not
an employment practice that is unlawful because of its disparate impact."
70 Most certainly, smokers do not deserve the quasi-civil rights now reserved for
the disabled. Under the Americans With Disabilities Act, which became effective
July 26, 1992, a disability is characterized as a condition which impairs a major life
function such as breathing. 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2) (Supp. 1992). If this law is interpreted to cover smokers, not only will the employer be required to disregard the
tobacco use, but will also be required to make reasonable accommodations for
smokers without segregating them. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(5)(A). This interpretation is not as ludicrous as it may first appear. "While the conflict between the rights
of smokers and nonsmokers is not new, the recent passage of a major federal disabilities law provides a new arena for smokers and nonsmokers to vindicate their
individual rights." Jimmy Goh, Comment, "Smokers Need Not Apply' '" Challenging
Employment DiscriminationAgainst Smokers Under the Americans With Disabilities Act, 39
KAN. L. REV. 817, 819 (1991).
71 Cf Grusendorfv. City of Oklahoma City, 816 F.2d 539, 543 (10th Cir. 1987).
A firefighter who was a smoker was fired for violating a nonsmoking agreement.
The court found the nonsmoking agreement to be based on a legitimate purpose,
noting that "good health and physical conditioning are essential requirements for
firefighters." Id.
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required to subsidize cigarette smoking. Employers should be
specifically authorized to charge smokers more for their health
insurance and to protect themselves from excessive employee absences. Certainly this extra charge should be justified and within
reason, i.e., under no circumstances should any one work for less
than minimum wage. It is unfair, however, that the social cost of
smoking should settle on consumers through higher prices of
goods and services. As noted by the Surgeon General's 25 Years
of Progress Report,7 2 health insurance differentials will also provide smokers with an incentive in each month's pay envelope to
quit. Finally, promoting America's economic efficiency in this
age of global competition demands that the costs of goods and
services not be inflated by the costs of tobacco use.
4.

Anti-Tobacco Employers

An important exception needs to be carved out to protect
those businesses and groups whose very mission is to wage war
on tobacco smoking. When the hiring of workers who smoke
would compromise the reason for a group's existence, that group
ought to be permitted to hire only nonsmokers. Volunteer
groups such as the American Lung Association, the Heart Association, the American Cancer Society, or the Advocacy Institute,
and businesses such as the Nonsmokers' Inn in Dallas, Texas, are
not like most employers who refuse to hire smokers simply because they want to cut their health costs. The United Jewish Appeal should not have to hire gentiles and Billy Graham's ministry
should not have to hire orthodox Jews.7 3 When Oral Roberts's
University refuses to hire smokers because "we ask people to pattern their lives after Jesus Christ," 74 that choice ought to be
respected. The refusal of these unique employers to hire smokers is based not on economic grounds, but on the recognition
that having a harmonious work force composed only of nonsmokers is essential to furthering an underlying tenet of that
group's reason for being.
supra note 42, at 18.
University of Chicago, 803 F.2d 351 (7th Cir. 1986),
where the court allowed the university to hire only Jesuit professors in its philosophy department, upholding the religious classification as a bona fide occupational
qualification.
74 Pruitt, Weeding Smokers Out of the Workplace, TULSA WORLD, May 23, 1988, at Al.
72 25 YEARS OF PROGRESS,
73 See, e.g., Pime v. Loyola
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Dangerous Work Sites

Employers should be permitted not to hire those employees
whose lives or health the work site will harm when the job compounds the dangers of smoking and affirmatively adds to the
health risks of smokers. Asbestos manufacturers are an example
of a business that exposes even workers who smoke only at home
to an extraordinarily high risk of injury. 75 Decency and public
health policy should shield smokers from the synergistic danger
of inhaling cigarette smoke at home and inhaling lung-destroying
chemicals or fibers on the job. Alternatively, a clerk-typist who
smokes at home is not going to be harmed by her insurance company employer, and her right to work should be protected.
6.

Public Employers

Through many state "heart and lung" statutes, municipal
employers are absolutely liable for both income replacement and
health care costs for any kind of respiratory condition that their
firefighters or police officers may contract from any source.76
Consequently, large employee smoking health costs are directly
imposed on municipalities in a way that no other employer experiences. Private employers may be liable under their health
plans for medical costs, but municipalities are liable for lost income just as if the lung cancer were a workman's compensation
on-the-job injury.
Also, the firefighter may, like the asbestos worker, be exposed to a much higher risk of lung injury due to a combination
of home smoking and occupational exposure to smoke from
building fires. Thus, the firefighter presents a unique risk to the
municipality of incurring very high medical and loss of income
bills. This consideration led a United States federal court to rule
that no constitutional rights were violated when a fire department terminated a probationary firefighter for smoking off the
77
job.
Notwithstanding this increased cost burden, there seems to
be a much more fundamental reason why a municipality may ap75 See Guy H. Haskins, Jr., The Tobacco Industry - A Contributorto Asbestos Disabilities, 34 FED. INS. CouNs. Q., 281, 283 (1984) ("A smoker who has been exposed to
asbestos is approximately 30 times more likely to incur lung cancer than a nonsmoker who has been exposed.").
76 See Rothstein, supra note 17, at 952. "These 'heart and lung' statutes were
enacted to provide a fringe benefit for incapacitated firefighters and to eliminate
the difficult problems of proving the work-relatedness of the impairment." Id.
77 Grusendorf v. City of Oklahoma City, 816 F.2d 539 (10th Cir. 1987).
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propriately choose to hire only nonsmokers. If a municipality's
budget is so thin that it can not pay for the smoking illnesses of
its firemen and policemen without compromising its basic obligation of providing fire and police protection, then the rights of the
public to basic protection should predominate. Maintaining safe
streets and protecting people from fire hazards ought to outweigh the interest that smokers have in being hired as firefighters
and police officers. The rights of the public must come first when
there is not enough public tax revenue to go around.
A telling example of the pressing need to shield local government budgets from payment of expenses extraneous to its
central mission came to light recently in Massachusetts. In February of 1990, a sheriff in western Massachusetts seized the nearest National Guard Armory and began to house his prisoners
there.78 He complained that "a lot of mornings ... we'd let one
out and take one in" from the county jail, which was built for 279
prisoners but was constantly full with 450 inmates. 79 A state like
Massachusetts, which is having great difficulty satisfying all of the
demands it receives for state service, can rationally conclude that
public taxes must be spent for basic public services such as incarceration of criminals, and not payments related to cigarette illnesses. Thus, the recently passed statute in Massachusetts
prohibiting local governments from hiring firefighters and police
officers who smoke appears to be eminently justified.8
When the government is the employer, a question of maintaining basic civil order is raised. Public revenue, first and foremost, should be used to provide public necessities, not to
compensate those who suffer from smoking-related illnesses.
7. Small employers
Businesses with very few employees often have limited financial and legal resources, and their fragility counsels that states
regulate them very gently. Exempting very small employers from
the coverage of a smoker anti-discrimination law makes sense for
numerous reasons. The small employer may not have the practical ability to set up a differential health insurance plan, may not
be able to easily cover excessive smoker absences, and may not
78

Robert Ajemian, The Sheriff Strikes Back, TIME, Mar. 5, 1990, at 18.

79 Id. at 18, 19.

80 MASS. GEN. LAws ANN. ch. 41, § 101A (1987). Massachusetts's "heart and
lung" statutes provide protection for groups including police, firefighters, corrections officers, and crash crews at Logan Airport. MASS. GEN. LAws ANN. ch. 32,
§ 94 (West 1983 & Supp. 1986).
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be able to protect itself against legal claims by smokers, especially if they are sponsored by the Tobacco Institute. The Americans with Disabilities Act exempts employers with 25 or fewer
employees; 8 ' this common sense approach should be duplicated
in smoker anti-discrimination laws.
8.

Clean Indoor Air Rules and Laws

Any smoker anti-discrimination bill must clearly provide that
state laws, local ordinances or employer rules restricting smoking
on the job or in public areas are in no way curtailed or preempted.8 2 The fear of such a preemption by the California assembly's version of a smoker anti-discrimination act prompted a
number of anti-smoking groups to oppose its passage.8 3 This legitimate fear must be thoroughly assuaged by carefully limiting
the operation of such laws to the question of smokers being
hired. With 53,000 Americans killed every year by forced smoking,"4 no law should be passed that could in any way force employers to allow on-the-job smoking.
III.

ANALYSIS

OF CURRENT SMOKER JOB PROTECTION LAWS

A very narrowly tailored bill that protects smokers from
across-the-board job discrimination would seem to balance fairly
the interests of all concerned. The alternative extremes of either
no legal protection for smokers or far too much protection
should be seen for what they are-extremely unfair and ill-considered positions. The current state of the law, however, embodies both extremes. Half the states have no laws protecting
smoker job opportunity, while the other half have grossly over81 42 U.S.C. § 12111(5)(A) (Supp. 1992).

82 The profound dangers of secondhand smoke have been widely recognized.
See McKinney v. Anderson, 959 F.2d 853 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 112 S. Ct. 3024
(1992) (subjecting a non-smoking inmate to smoking cell mate's secondhand to-

bacco smoke satisfied objective component of Eighth Amendment cruel and unusual punishment claim).
83 Opponents of the bill feared that it would jeopardize approximately 166 local
smoking ordinances and thousands of voluntary workplace smoking policies in California because of the preemption clause in the Fair Employment and Housing Act,
CAL. LABOR CODE § 2920 (West 1989). Opponents stated their biggest objection
was that the bill would have added smokers as a category under the state Fair Employment and Housing Act. Rick Kushman, Bill to Aid Non-Smokers On Job Dies Ironic
Death, SACRAMENTO BEE, Aug. 24, 1989, at 2.
84 Stanton A. Glantz & William W. Parmley, Passive Smoking and Heart Disease:
Epidemiology, Philosophy, and Biochemistry, 83 CIRCU.ATION 1 (1991). Heart disease

causes 37,000 deaths per year, lung cancer 3,700 and 12,000 are attributed to other
cancer. Id. at 4.
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protective laws that seriously disadvantage employers and the
public.
1.

Subsidizing Tobacco Costs

A pervasive fault with smoker-protective laws is that most do
not permit the employer to make the smoker pay the costs of
smoking. In sixteen of the twenty-five state laws, language is
used that prohibits employers from "discriminating" on the basis
of a smoking employee's "compensation and benefits" or "terms
and conditions of employment." This representative language,
taken from Indiana's 1991 smoker job protection law,8 5 earned
the appropriate criticism of Governor Evan Bayh.8 6 Although
Governor Bayh signed the bill, he observed that "it is not discrimination against people to require them to bear their fair
share of higher costs resulting from their own voluntary action."
In Indiana, the Chamber of Commerce lobbyist conceded defeat
by noting that, under the new law, "non-smokers would be
forced to subsidize everyone's co-payer deductible."8 7 Only in
the states of Illinois, Minnesota, South Dakota, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming are employers specifically authorized
to charge smokers higher insurance rates.8 8 In New Jersey, a leg85 IND. CODE § 22-5-4-1 (2)(A)-(B).
86 Ed Stattmann, Bayh Signs Smokers'

Rights Bill, UPI, May 8, 1991, available in
LEXIS, Nexis Library, PAPERS file.
87 Id.
88 ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 48,
2855(c) (Supp. 1992). Under this statute, a complaint may be dismissed if the sole cause of the complaint is that the "employer
[offered] a health, disability or life insurance policy that makes distinctions between
employees for the type of coverage or the price of coverage based upon the employees' use of lawful products ...."
MINN. STAT. 181.938 (3)(c) (West 1992). "It is not a violation of subdivision 2,
for an employer to offer, impose, or have in effect a health or life insurance plan
that makes distinctions between employees for the type of coverage or the cost of
coverage based upon the employee's use of lawful consumable products, provided
that, to the extent that different premium rates are charged to the employees, those
rates must reflect the actual differential cost to the employer." Id.
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. § 60-4-11 (Supp. 1992). "It is not a discriminatory
or unfair employment practice pursuant to this section for an employer to offer,
impose or have in effect a health or life insurance policy that makes distinctions
between employees for the type of coverage or the cost of coverage based upon the
employees' use of tobacco products." Id.
W. VA. CODE § 21-3-19(c) (Supp. 1992) provides:
This section shall not prohibit an employer from offering, imposing or having in effect a health, disability or life insurance policy which
makes distinctions between employees for type of coverage or price of
coverage based upon the employee's use of tobacco products: Provided, That any differential premium rates charged to employees must
reflect differential costs to the employer: Provided, however, That the
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islative committee stated that the legislation would not interfere
with the authority of New Jersey employers to charge differential
rates.89
It is especially fair that smokers pay their way at the office
employer must provide employees with a statement delineating the
different rates used by its insurance carriers.
Id.
WIs. STAT. § 111.35(3)(a) (Supp. 1992) provides:
[I]t is not employment discrimination because of use of a lawful product off the employer's premises during nonworking hours for an employer . . . to offer a policy or plan of life, health or disability
insurance coverage under which the type of coverage or the price of
coverage for an individual who uses a lawful product off the employer's premises during nonworking hours differs from the type of
coverage or the price of coverage provided for an individual who does
not use that lawful product, if all of the following conditions apply:
1. The difference between the premium rates charged to an individual who uses that lawful product and the premium rates charged
to an individual who does not use that lawful product reflects the cost
of providing the coverage to the individual who uses that lawful product.
2. The employer ... that offers the coverage provides each individual who is charged a different premium rate based on that individual's use of a lawful product off the employer's premises during
nonworking hours with a written statement specifying the premium
rate differential used by the insurance carrier.
WYo. STAT. § 27-9-105(a)(iv). This statute states, in relevant part:
Nothing within this paragraph shall prohibit an employer from offering, imposing or having in effect a health, disability or life insurance
policy distinguishing between employees for type or price of coverage
based upon the use or nonuse of tobacco products if:
(A) Differential rates assessed employees reflect an actual differential cost to the employer; and
(B) Employers provide written notice to employees setting forth
the differential rates imposed by insurance carriers.
Id.
89

The Senate Labor, Industry and Professions Committee Statement declared

that:
[I]t is not the intent of the Legislature that the provisions of this bill
have any impact on the terms and conditions of any employer-sponsored health or life insurance plans, including the right of such plans
to differentiate between smokers and nonsmokers with regard to the
amount of any employee contributions or copayments payable under
those plans.
See N.J. STAT. ANN. § 34:B-1. This statement helps clarify the more general language of the statute, which provided:
No employer shall refuse to hire or employ any person or shall discharge from employment or take any adverse action against any employee with respect to compensation, terms, conditions or other
privileges of employment because that person does or does not smoke
or use other tobacco products, unless the employer has rational basis
for doing so which is reasonably related to the employment, including
the responsibilities of the employee or prospective employee.
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because they are not paying their way in the public arena. Remarkably, after twenty-five years of Surgeon Generals' reports
and government estimates that over $50 billion in direct tobacco
health care costs and indirect production losses are annually laid
at the doorstep of the public for payment, 90 the rate of state and
federal cigarette taxation has dramatically fallen. In 1964, before
Surgeon General Luther Terry issued his first and famous Smoking and Health Report, fifty percent of the price of cigarettes was
devoted to federal and state tax. 9' After a quarter century of
growing awareness of the intolerable social, economic and personal costs provoked by cigarette induced death, disability, and
disease, the combined federal and state tax now accounts for
about one-fourth of the price of a pack of cigarettes.9 2 The price
of cigarettes has gone up, but most of the revenue goes to the
93
tobacco companies.
The non-smoking public, through medicare and medicaid,
already pays the lion's share of smoking injuries. 9 4 It should not
now have to pay more for its goods and services because an illconceived smoker job protection law prevents the employer from
charging the smoker more for his health coverage. Nonsmokers
should not have to pay for private smokers, yet the effect of sixteen state laws is to produce just that result.
2.

Overly Inclusive

Appropriately, in most states it is "tobacco use" or "smoking" that is made an illegal hiring consideration. In Colorado
and North Dakota, however, the protected class is not just smokers, but any employee engaged in "any lawful activities" off the
employer's premises during nonworking hours.9 5 The over-inclusiveness of this provision is readily apparent when one considId. The idea seems to be that an employer would have a "rational basis" to charge
higher insurance rates.
90 "The total economic impact for all 50 states was over $52 billion: $23.7 in
direct morbidity costs, $10.2 billion in indirect morbidity costs, and $18.5 billion in
indirect mortality costs. On a per capita basis, the economic impact was $221 per
person for the United States as a whole." U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, SMOKING AND HEALTH, A NATIONAL STATUS REPORT 8 (1990).
91 23 THE TAX BURDEN ON TOBACCO-HISTORICAL COMPILATION 76 (1988).
92 Id. at 56.
93 25 YEARS OF PROGRESS, supra note 42, at 27.
94 See generally, Donald Garner, Cigarettes and Welfare Reform, 26 EMORY L.J. 269

(1977).
95 COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-34-402.5 (Supp. 1991); N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-02.4-03

(1991).
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ers that there are a number of lawful activities that one may
engage in on the streets that may appropriately disqualify one
from being hired.
For instance, it is a lawful exercise of free speech to express
symbolically one's racist feelings by burning a Ku Klux Klan
cross in front of a black family's yard.96 The Colorado and North
Dakota legislation, however, is so broadly written that such lawful
activity could not be the basis for the NAACP to refuse to hire a
Ku Klux Klan cross burner. There is simply no reason to burden
employers with employees whose private lives may be devoted to
the destruction of the aims of the employer-yet that is exactly
what some job protection laws command. In those states that
have written their laws to provide job protection for employees
engaged in all "lawful activities," a blizzard of litigation to
achieve ends that are virtually irrational is just over the horizon.
The Illinois, Minnesota, Nevada and Wisconsin laws also go
well beyond protecting economic opportunity for smokers by extending their reach to protection of users of any "lawful prodUCt." ' 9 7 Thus, an employer cannot take legal cognizance of the
fact that a prospective employee's hobby is tinkering with dangerous, but legal, products. There is a compelling case for protecting addicted smokers who are most often drawn from the
most economically desperate classes, but it is senseless to tell a
Minnesota or Nevada manufacturer that it does not make any difference that the applicant for plant safety engineer jumps
through fire hoops with his motorcycle on the weekend and
thinks Evel Kneival was a sissy.
3.

Inability To Perform the Job

In many states, it is unclear whether the smoker must be able
to perform the job before the employer is required to hire her.
Colorado, for instance, has a provision prohibiting an employer
from refusing to hire an applicant "due to that employee's engaging in any lawful activity ' 98 off the job. The ambiguity of this
provision is profound. What, for instance, of an applicant or a
current employee who engages in the lawful activity of smoking
R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).
See ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 48 2855 (Supp. 1991); MINN. STAT. § 181.938 (Supp.
1992); NEV. REV. STAT. § 613.333 (Michie Supp. 1991); WIs. STAT. § 111.35 (Supp.
1992).
98 COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-34-402.5.
96
97
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until emphysema sets in and, due to his resulting respiratory difficulty, cannot climb up to the roof he is being paid to repair?
The Colorado provision is not unique. Most of the recentlypassed acts do not clearly provide that the smoking employee
must be able to perform the responsibilities of thejob. Only four
states, Illinois, Nevada, Wisconsin and Minnesota, plainly indicate that employers are allowed to take the smoking employees'
inability to do the job into account. 99
Instead of suggesting that the ability to do the job is what
entitles the smoker to be considered along with everyone else,
the laws of almost all states focus on the protected home activity.
These laws then prevent the employer from using that activity as
a basis to refuse to hire, even though the activity may seriously
interfere with the ability of the employee to do the job. Ambiguous language such as "because of... participation in lawful activ00
ity off the employer's premises during nonworking hours,"'
and other language prohibiting discrimination "because of" or
"due to" smoking, tobacco use or use of a lawful product, is
found in eighteen states.' 0 ' On the face of these statutes, it ap2855(b). The exception allows the employer to dis99 ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 48,
criminate against "the use of those lawful products which impairs an employee's
ability to perform the employee's assigned duties." Id.
NEV. REV. STAT. § 613.333.1(b). The employee is protected only "if that use
does not adversely affect his ability to perform his job or the safety of other employees." Id.
WIs. STAT. § 11 1.35(2)(a). The employer can discriminate if the use "[i]mpairs

the individual's ability to undertake adequately the job-related responsibilities of
that individual's employment, membership or licensure." Id.
MINN. STAT. § 181.938(3)(d) (Supp. 1992) provides that it is no violation to
refuse to hire based on "past or present job performance."
100 N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-02.4-03 (1991).
101 The states that use this language include: Colorado, COLO. REV. STAT. § 2434-402.5(1) (Supp. 1991); Illinois, ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 48, 2855(a) (Supp. 1991);
Indiana, IND. CODE 22-5-4-1(2) (Supp. 1992); Kentucky, Ky. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 344.040(1) (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill Supp. 1992); Louisiana, L.A. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 23:966(1) (West Supp. 1992); New Mexico, N.M. STAT. ANN. § 50-11-3 (Supp.
1992); Maine, ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 26 § 597; Minnesota, MINN. STAT.
§ 181.938(2) (Supp. 1992); Nevada, NEV. REV. STAT. § 613.333.1(b) (Supp. 1991);
New Jersey, N.J. REV. STAT. § 34:6B-1 (Supp. 1992); North Dakota, N.D. CENT.
CODE § 14-02.4-03 (1991); Oklahoma, OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 40 § 500(1) (Supp.
1992); Rhode Island, R.I. GEN. LAws § 23-20.7.1-1(a) (Supp. 1991); South Carolina, S.C. CODE ANN. § 41-1-85 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1991); South Dakota, S.D.
CODIFIED LAws ANN. § 60-4-11 (Supp. 1992); West Virginia, W. VA. CODE § 21-319(a) (Supp. 1992); Wisconsin, Wis. STAT. § 111.35(1)(a) (Supp. 1992); and Wyoming, Wvo. STAT. § 27-9-105(a) (Supp. 1992).
Note however, that Illinois, Nevada, Wisconsin and Minnesota do require that
the employee be able to adequately perform the job. See supra note 98. Moreover,
New Jersey allows employers to refuse to hire if they have a "rational basis for
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pears that, if due to smoking at home the employee becomes too
sick to perform thejob, he would still be entitled to it because the
employer could not take such a smoking induced sickness into
consideration.
The courts may well gloss over the legislation by sensibly
reading into it an understanding that the smoking employee must
be as capable of performing the work as the next person, given
that the only rational purpose supporting a smoker job protection law is to prevent an employer from refusing to hire an otherwise qualified applicant solely on the basis of home smoking.
Nonetheless, the statutes, as written, pose a threat to productivity
and constitute an open invitation to frivolous litigation.
A closely-related problem involves the situation where a prospective employee can do the job but has a work history of excessive absences due to smoking. Can the employer refuse to hire
or fire on this basis? For a smoker job protection law to mean
anything, it must not be interpreted by the courts to give the employer the authority to hire only non-smokers when the employer
has only afear that smokers, in general, will be excessively absent
in the future. But what of the individual case where the applicant
has a personal history of not showing up for work due to some
kind of smoking illness? Smoker employment protection laws
should be carefully written and, if not so written, nonetheless interpreted, to ensure that equal opportunity to obtain and hold a
job is the only required goal. The point of the laws should not be
to grant smokers special privileges to get jobs they cannot perform equally as well as others, or to violate absenteeism rules
that apply equally to all. Regrettably, none of the legislation on
the books today directly addresses the very common problem of
smoker absenteeism.
Finally, the protections extended to smokers are not, except
in a few states, offered to nonsmokers. 0 2 Indeed, sometimes the
non-smoker is frozen out of the job, as in Lorillard's search for a
chemist to work in a cigarette flavor development project. Lorillard's advertisement specified that "[t]he successful candidate
doing so which is reasonably related to the employment, including the responsibilities of the employee or perspective employee." See N.J. STAT. ANN. § 34:6B-1
(Supp. 1992).
102 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 344.040(1) (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill Supp. 1992); LA.
REV. STAT. ANN. § 23:966(1) (West Supp. 1992); N.J. STAT. § 34:6B-1 (Supp. 1992);
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 50-11-3 (Supp. 1992); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 40 § 500 (Supp.
1992); Wis. STAT. §§ 111.35 (Supp. 1992); Wyo. STAT. § 27-9-105(a)(iv) (Supp.
1992).
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must be a cigarette smoker."'' 1 3 Of course, non-smoker protection should not force an employer to hire someone who is unqualified and the job of cigarette flavor tester seems
appropriately to be reserved by smokers.
4.

Limited Exceptions

The potential inability of employers to insist on hiring employees who can do the job without excessive absences could
have been made less threatening if broad exceptions were made
to accommodate employers who justifiably may wish not to hire
any smokers. Yet the exceptions carved out are virtually useless
due to their narrow focus.
The most common exception, which exists in Colorado,
Minnesota, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon and South Dakota, 0 4 permits the employer to refuse to hire if there is a "bona
fide occupational qualification" (BFOQ) that the smoker cannot
meet. This exception springs from a similar federal civil rights
law exception for BFOQ found in Title VII.' 5- At the federal
level, the term comes into play after it has been initially determined that an employer did have some rule or hiring practice
that disadvantaged the statutorily protected minorities. 0 6 The
employer may then seek to justify that discrimination by showing
that there was a BFOQ that has not been met. The courts have
very narrowly construed BFOQ because it represents an exception to the overreaching policy of demanding economic protection for truly disadvantaged classes of prospective employees
such as blacks and women.
In 1991, the limited nature of BFOQ protection for the employer was dramatically demonstrated in InternationalUnion, UA W
v. Johnson Controls.'° 7 In Johnson Controls, the Supreme Court held
that a lead manufacturer could not seek to protect the fetuses of
nonsterilized female employees by requiring them to work in areas where lead pollution could not potentially harm the unborn.
103 NEWS AND OBSERVER,
104 COLO.

REV.

STAT.

Raleigh, N.C., March 10, 1991.
§ 2 4 - 3 4- 4 0 2 .5(1)(a) (Supp. 1991);

MINN.

STAT.

§ 181.938(3)(a)(1) (Supp, 1992); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 50-11-3(B)(2) (Supp. 1992);
OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 40 §§ 502 (Supp. 1992); OR. REV. STAT. § 659.380(1) (1991);

S.D.

CODIFIED LAWS ANN. § 60-4-11(1) (Supp. 1992).
105 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(e)(1) (1988).
106 Wisconsin and Wyoming both use bona fide occupational

qualification in
their smoker protection statutes. See Wis. STAT. § 111.35(2)(c) (Supp. 1992); Wyo.

STAT. § 27-9-105(a)(iv) (Supp. 1992).
107 111 S. Ct. 1196 (1991).
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Although this rule obviously disadvantaged female employees,
the employer sought to justify it on the simple moral grounds of
shielding fetuses against birth defects and on the financial
grounds of shielding itself from civil liability. The Supreme
Court ruled that, for a BFOQ to apply, it must be the "essence"
of the employer's business that is at risk by hiring a particular
employee.'
Given that it was not the essence of the lead manufacturer business to protect fetuses, it then became the employee's choice whether to subject herself and the fetus to lead
exposure. The risk of civil liability was discounted as remote.0t'
The illusory protection offered most employers by the
BFOQ exception is witnessed in the case of the asbestos manufacturer who refuses to hire smokers even though the risk to the
smoking employees is dangerously high. As discussed in Section
I, the risk that some employment sites present to smoking employees and the corresponding risk of job disability and extraordinarily high medical costs should support an exception in favor
of the employer who is honoring all federal regulations, but
whose work environment nonetheless poses a unique hazard for
smoking employees. BFOQ provides no help to these
employers.
Moreover, most of the BFOQ states limit the scope of this
already narrow exception by requiring that the bona fide occupational requirement or qualification be reasonably related to the
employment activities. 0
In the states of Minnesota, New Mexico, South Dakota and
Wisconsin, the employer can refuse to hire only if the hiring
108 Id. at 1207.
109 Id. at 1208.

110 CoLo. REV. STAT. § 24-34-402.5(l)(a) (Supp. 1991) augments its bona fide
occupational requirement by only allowing the employer to make a restriction that
is "reasonably and rationally related to the employment activities and responsibilities of a particular employee or a particular group of employees, rather than to all
employees of the employer." Id.
MINN. STAT. § 181.938(3)(a)(1) provides that it is not a violation if the restriction "relates to a bona fide occupational qualification and is reasonably related to
employment activities or responsibilities of a particular employee or group of employees." Id.
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 50-11-3(B)(2) (Supp. 1992) directs that the employee is not
protected by the statute if the employer's restriction "relates to a bona fide occupational qualification and is reasonably and rationally related to the employment activities and responsibilities of a particular employee or a particular group of
employees ..... Id.
S.D. CODIFIED LAws ANN. § 60-4-11(1) (Supp. 1992) declares that the em-

ployer's action is not discriminatory if it "[r]elates to a bona fide occupational requirement and is reasonably and rationally related to the employment activities and
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would, by taking on a smoking employee, create a "conflict of
interest.""' Conflict of interest offers little hope to most employers because it has been interpreted in other hiring contexts
to cover only limited situations, such as where the employee ac12
tively campaigns against the plans or policies of the employer.
The conflict of interest provision may allow organizations
such as the American Lung Association to hire a non-smoking
spokesperson, but it may not allow the American Lung Association to refuse to hire a mail clerk who smokes. The volunteer
organizations and anti-smoking groups should be able to hire
only nonsmokers, if they wish, because one of their principle purposes is the elimination of smoking. A smoke-free work force
may not be absolutely essential to that mission, but it would certainly promote harmony, commonality of purpose and a positive
public image. Only Connecticut, Illinois, Rhode Island, West
whose
Virginia, and Wisconsin specifically allow organizations
1 3
mission is health promotion to hire only non-smokers.
Ultimately, smokers' rights legislation should protect against
responsibilities of a particular employee or a particular group of employees, rather
than to all employees of the employer." Id. (emphasis added).
WiS. STAT. § 11 1.35(2)(c) (Supp. 1992). The Wisconsin statute provides that it
is not employment discrimination to have a restriction that "[c]onflicts with a bona
fide occupational qualification that is reasonably related to the job-related responsibilities of that individual's employment, membership or licensure." Id.
111 MINN. STAT. § 181.938(3)(a)(2) (Supp. 1992). Under the Minnesota law, it is
not a violation if the restriction "is necessary to avoid a conflict of interest or the
appearance of conflict of interest with any responsibilities owed by the employee to
the employer." Id.
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 50-1 1-3(B)(1) (Supp. 1992). The employee is not protected
by this statute if the employer's restriction "materially threatens an employer's legitimate conflict of interest policy reasonably designed to protect the employer's
trade secrets, proprietary information or other proprietary interests." Id.
S.D. CODIFIED LAws ANN. § 60-4-11(2) (Supp. 1992). The employer's action is
not discriminatory if it "[i]s necessary to avoid a conflict of interest with any responsibilities to the employer or the appearance of such a conflict of interest." Id.
WIs. STAT. § 111.35(2)(b) (Supp. 1992). It is not employment discrimination
to have a restriction which "[c]reates a conflict of interest, or the appearance of a
conflict of interest, with the job-related responsibilities of the individual's employment, membership, or licensure." Id.
112 In Sewell v. Grand Lodge of Int'l Ass'n of Machinists and Aerospace Workers,
445 F.2d 545 (5th Cir. 1971), a union official was justifiably fired for publicly
campaigning against union plans and policies because a conflict of interest was said
to exist. But see Rulon-Miller v. International Business Machines Corp., 162 Cal.
App. 3d 241, 208 Cal. Rptr. 524 (1984) (employee's relationship with member of
rival firm did not constitute a conflict of interests).
113 CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. (West 1992) (Pub. L. No. 91-271, § 3(a)); ILL. REV.
2855 § 5(b) (Supp. 1991); R.I. GEN. LAws § 23-20.7.1-1 (Supp.
STAT. ch. 48,
1991); W. VA. CODE § 21-3-19(b) (Supp. 1992); Wis. STAT. §§ 111.35(l)(b) (Supp.
1992).
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the attitude of disdain that leads to smoker segregation and disassociation. Where there are substantial justifications for refusing to hire smokers, however, substantial exceptions should be
carved out. Good sense and prudence would counsel that employers must be permitted to recognize the unique risks to smokers posed by certain work environments, and should be able to
protect themselves and the smoker at the same time. Explicit accommodations for small entrepreneurs, health organizations,
and governmental employers should also be made. While BFOQ
and conflict of interest provisions are limited exceptions that may
fit well into civil rights litigation, they are woefully inadequate to
bring any measure of common sense to smoker's rights
legislation.
5.

Remedies

Finally, the remedies called for in many states are needlessly
brutal in that they provide for attorney fees to precipitate smoker
discrimination lawsuits.14 Rhode Island even goes so far as to
treble the damages required of the employer. 5
Funding private litigation may very well be in the public interest when dealing with truly disadvantaged minorities. Considering the exceptionally limited interest that the state has in
protecting smokers, however, a fairer balance is appropriate.
Victims of civil wrongs such as torts and breach of contract are
not entitled to attorney fees. The wrongs suffered by smokers
are entitled to no greater sympathy. This assertion is particularly
true considering that many state laws are written in a most ambiguous and general manner. It is simply impossible to predict
how the courts will rule on smoker's rights laws, and the penalty
for guessing wrong by the good faith employer should not be
payment of the plaintiff's attorney fees.
CONCLUSION

The public health community-volunteer organizations,
medical associations, anti-smoking groups, etc.-should recog114 The states that allow attorney fees include: Colorado, COLO. REV. STAT. § 2434-402.5(2)(b) (Supp. 1991); Illinois, ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 48,
2865(d)(2) (Supp.
1991); Indiana, IND. CODE 22-5-4-2(b)(1)(B) (Supp. 1992); Minnesota, MINN. STAT.
§ 181.938(4) (Supp. 1992); Nevada, NEV. REV. STAT. § 613.333(3) (Supp. 1991);
NewJersey, N.J. REV. STAT. § 34:6B-3(a)(3) (Supp. 1992); New Mexico, N.M. STAT.
ANN. § 50-11-5 (Supp. 1992); and Oklahoma, OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 40 § 503(B)
(Supp. 1992).
115 R.I. GEN. LAws § 23-20.7.1-1(b)(1) (Supp. 1991).
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nize that its determined opposition to passage of any and all
smoker job protection laws has been a failure. 1 6 Because these
laws seem destined to pass, the goal instead should be passage of
a responsible law. Public health organizations would be well advised to join with the business lobby to formulate model legislation that protects both smokers and employers.
Employers should be eager to join such an alliance, for they
have been subject to a rising flood of employment litigation for
over a decade. 1 7 Michael Lotito, a San Francisco management
lawyer, observing that business vulnerability to suit has just been
heightened, stated: "The Civil Rights Act of 1991, coupled with
the [1992] Americans with Disabilities Act, is going to be a very
dramatic one-two punch with respect to employment litigation in
the United States.""' 8 A third blow now awaits business in those
states that accord a smoker the status of civil rights victim.
Waging and losing a protracted legislative battle against all
smoker anti-discrimination laws has not prevented the passage of
a poorly-considered body of law that invests smoking with a
wholly undeserved legitimacy and that bestows on the tobacco
industry the laurel of civil rights protector.'
Unbending opposition to all smoker anti-discrimination laws also forecloses the
legislative opportunity to advance the public health agenda by
combining reasonable smoker job protection rules with rigorous
new Clean Indoor Air laws, increased tobacco taxation and pro116 One group adopting this unwavering stance is Action on Smoking and Health
(ASH), which has taken a "leading role in opposing such pernicious legislation.
ASH and other groups have opposed such laws as being contrary to the public
health, detrimental to society's economic interests, a cause of unnecessary litigation
and demeaning to groups currently protected by civil rights laws." Kathy Scheg,
Smokers' "Rights" Laws Threaten Nonsmoking Movement, 8th World Conference
on Smoking and Health, Buenos Aires (1992) (transcript on file with author). See
also William T. Godshall, "Smokers' Rights ": The Tobacco Companies' Latest Gaspfor Survival, PRIORITIES, Winter 1992, at 28 ("By getting the laws enacted, nicotine pushers profit by immunizing nicotine addicts from being held accountable for their
destructive behavior.").
117 SeeJohnJ. Donohue III & Peter Siegleman, The Changing Nature of Employment
Discrimination Litigation, 43 STAN. L. REV. 983, 985 (1991) ("[T]he volume of employment discrimination litigation has grown substantially over the last twenty
years - from less than 350 cases filed per year in [fiscal year] 1970 to a peak of
about 9,000 in [fiscal year] 1983.").
118 Michelle Laque Johnson, Some Tips on Coping With the New Civil Rights Law,
INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY, Dec. 4, 1991, at 1.
119 Dr. John Slade describes the successful effort in New Jersey to prevent adoption of a civil rights type statute. The law ultimately adopted provides a better
balance between the needs of employers and smokers. John Slade, Protection From
Job Biasfor People W'Vho Smoke, 9 JOURNAL OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 1 (1992).
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tection of children.12

120 While 43 states have Clean Indoor Air acts, many are weak and need strengthening. Tobacco-Free America Legislative Clearinghouse reports that only 26 states
have comprehensive clean indoor air laws that include restaurants and private work
places. State LegislatedActions on Tobacco Issues, (Tobacco-Free America, Washington,
D.C.), Oct. 1989.
Even more critical is the need to protect the right of children to grow up in a
tobacco free environment. The legal tools to save many children are at hand, yet
the states simply have not taken this task seriously. The legal age to smoke, vote,
consume alcoholic beverages and serve in the military is generally 18 years, yet it is
only the prohibition on underage smoking that is routinely ignored. The TobaccoFree America Legislative Clearinghouse notes that 44 states prohibit sales of tobacco products to underage minors with 39 states setting the minimum age at 18.
Id. at Appendix I. Not only should the prohibition on sale of tobacco be enforced,
but by making illegal the possession of cigarettes by minors, enforcement would be
greatly aided. See generally, Joseph R. DiFranza et al., Legislative Efforts to Protect Children From Tobacco, 257 JAMA 3387 (1987).
Requiring all cigarette vendors to be licensed and promptly revoking that license if the law is not honored would be a good first step. Licensure of the tobacco
industry itself, however, is also necessary. For example, manufacturers and wholesalers of cigarettes should be required to ensure that their product is not illegally
sold by retailers. By making the powerful cigarette cartel at least partially responsible for policing illegal sales to children, observance of the law protecting children
from experimenting with a terribly addictive drug would be greatly enhanced. Such
an industry license could require that active steps be taken. Monitoring how retailers sell their product, requiring training of retailers to respect the law, and an active
program to eliminate retailers who disobey the law are not too much to ask of an
industry that claims smoking is an adult activity, and whose advertising is said never
to have been intended to induce children to smoke. Cigarette manufacturers have
never had to be legally concerned with the illegal sale of their product by retail
vendors. Demand for cigarettes by children is stirred by cigarette industry advertising, yet the industry has been under no legal duty to monitor how their product is
being sold. Making cigarette manufacturers vicariously liable through civil fines for
the illegal retail sale of their products would dramatically enhance the interest of
the cigarette industry in seeing that its product is only legally sold.
Employers are generally liable for the misdeeds of their employees. The widespread violation of minor protection laws by retailers may well demand that cigarette manufacturers be held similarly liable. If the tobacco industry's massive
wealth and economic power were conscripted into the effort to prevent cigarettes
from illegally falling into the hands of children, much greater compliance by retailers could be expected. The tobacco industry publicly claims that smoking is an
adult habit and that it does not seek to entice young smokers through advertising.
The good faith of these public pronouncements would be tested by a law holding
the industry liable for how their product is sold.
In Kyte v. Philip Morris, Inc., 556 N.E.2d 1025 (1990), two teenagers sued for
damages claiming that cigarettes manufactured by Philip Morris were repeatedly
sold to them in violation of Massachusetts law. Philip Morris's motion for summary
judgment was denied.
Vending machines and other points of sale easily accessible by children should
be restricted or eliminated. See Illinois Cigarette Service Co. v. City of Chicago, 89
F.2d 610 (7th Cir. 1937) (upholding the power of local authorities to protect children by banning vending machines). Sampling should also be prohibited. See generally, Donald W. Garner, Tobacco Sampling, Public Policy, and the Law, 11 JOURNAL OF
HEALTH, POL., POL'v & LAw 423 (1986). Higher cigarette taxes may also deter
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Although genuine sympathy for the plight of smokers may
be rare within the anti-smoking movement, what health advocacy
group would not trade smoker work protection rights for cleaner
air to breathe, realistic cigarette taxation and a generation of tobacco-free children? The rest of the anti-smoking agenda's enactment may well be advanced by even-handed treatment of the
smokers' agenda.
Persistent opposition to any and all smoker anti-discrimination laws not only forfeits a convenient legislative opportunity to
protect nonsmokers and children, it also plays into the trap set by
the tobacco industry to ridicule the anti-smoking movement and
to radicalize the smokers' movement. Opposition to the legitimate aspiration of smokers to earn a living is exactly what the
Tobacco Institute needs to convince smokers that they are indeed an abused minority who must put aside its sense of inferiority and begin to fight for their civil rights. When one realizes
the significant impact of the National Rifle Association's 2.8 milyoung smokers from taking up the habit while providing the revenue that the state
needs to enforce actively laws protecting children from tobacco. See 25 YEARS OF
PROGRESS, supra note 42, at 27. ("Studies demonstrate that increases in the price of
cigarettes decrease smoking, particularly by adolescents. It has been estimated that
an additional 100,000 or more persons will live to age 65 as a result of the price
increases induced by the 1983 doubling of the federal excise tax on cigarettes.").
Getting rid of local tobacco billboards is not only constitutional, but a public responsibility. From a constitutional point of view there is no doubt that state and
local courts are free to legislate a total prohibition against billboard advertising of
tobacco products. The traditional free speech argument has recently been laid to
rest in Posadas de Puerto Rico Assoc. v. Tourism Co. of Puerto Rico, 478 U.S. 328
(1986). In Posadas, local advertising of casino gambling had been banned. The
Court specifically stated that "regulation of products or activities deemed harmful,
such as cigarettes, alcohol beverages, and prostitution, has varied from outright prohibition on the one hand ... to legalization of the product or activity with restrictions on stimulation of its demand on the other hand .... ." Id. at 346 (citations
omitted). The Court has sanctioned the proposition that, because tobacco itself
can be made illegal, then its advertising can be made illegal as well.
In addition, the Court stated that Puerto Rico had a substantial interest in regulating the advertising. Id. at 341. Based on the fact that children are the target of
tobacco advertisements, a strong case for state regulation, even to the extent of
prohibition of such stationary displays as billboards, appears to be a sound premise. Because children do not possess the life experience necessary to make such
life-impacting decisions, the state must do so for them by shielding them from
harmful situations.
Since 1926, Utah has had a total ban on tobacco billboard advertising. See
UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-10-102 (1953). This ban was upheld by the Supreme Court
in Packer Corp. v. Utah, 285 U.S. 105 (1932), and has not been challenged since.
Finally, shielding nonsmokers from payment of the social costs of smoking via
sharply increased tobacco taxation could be intertwined with legislation shielding
smokers from employment discrimination.
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lion members' 2 ' on the American gun control policy's formulation, then political discretion is in order, even if actual goodwill
toward smokers cannot be mustered.
Despite an intensive effort by the tobacco industry, there appears to be virtually no grass roots support within the small
smokers' rights movement to protect the cigarette companies'
First Amendment privilege to advertise. 22 Very real anger is
generated, however, when smokers are told that they cannot have
the job they are qualified to do because they smoke at home. An
example is Betty Tindle, a smoker who, after being refused a job
at a San Diego company, immediately joined the Mesa, Arizonabased Smoker's Rights Alliance. Ms. Tindle stated: "Before that
I never would have dreamed of going to fight."' 2 3 Recently a
black minister and his congregation marched through Harlem,
New York defacing cigarette and liquor billboards and protesting
target marketing of blacks.' 24 How likely is it that there will be a
similar march to congratulate a Harlem factory owner for refusing to hire black smokers?
The public outrage against the tobacco industry for targeting minorities and women creates a unique opportunity for the
business community and health advocates to join with groups
such as the NAACP and wage a joint legislative battle against cigarette marketing tactics.1 25 But seizing this singularly important
Michael Quinn, Don't Aim That Pack At Us, TIME, Jan. 29, 1990, at 61.
See Alix M. Freedman, Smokers' Rights Campaign Suffers From Lack of Dedicated
Recruits, WALL ST. J., Apr. 11, 1988 at 29.
123 Id.
124 Reverend Butts and his group whitewashed more than a dozen 6-foot-by-12foot billboards, and later noted that " '[T]he board says "Alive with pleasure" but
tell that to someone dying of lung cancer.' " Church Group Attacks Billboards, SOUTHERN ILLINOISAN, Mar. 11, 1990, at 8.
125 The anti-smoking movement occupies the moral high ground and is at its finest when it fights for smokers against the tobacco industry. An excellent example
was noted recently in the movement's condemnation of target marketing. Health
advocacy groups have vigorously opposed the tobacco industry's creation of special
products and advertising themes targeted at especially vulnerable groups of Americans-for example, Uptown for blacks and Dakota for poor, uneducated women.
Cigarettes in Search of a Target, NEWSWEEK, Mar. 5. 1990, at 19. Anti-smoking groups
thoroughly embarrassed R.J. Reynolds by exposing its targeting of Dakota towards
the young "virile female" who currently smokes Marlboros, has only a high school
education and, if not unemployed, has a service or entry level job in a factory. Id.
See also Advocacy Institute, Smoking Control Advocacy Resource Center: RJR 's Plans to
Target Young Women with New Cigarette Uncovered, SMOKING CONTROL ADVOCACY RESOURCE CENTER, ACTION ALERT (Advocacy Institute, Washington, D.C.), Feb.
23, 1990. A rich vein of hypocrisy would be opened for the Tobacco Institute to
mine if those same anti-smoking groups were to turn around and lend their support
to the factory owner's claim that he has the right to fire or not hire young women
121
122
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opportunity may very well require that health and business lobbyists in the state legislatures use their good offices to advance,
instead of retard, the economic opportunity of female and minority smokers. Now more than ever, fighting the tobacco industry,
not the tobacco victim, should be the strategy of public health
26
groups. 1
who smoke Dakotas. When the targets of the tobacco industry-blacks, women, the
poor, and especially the uneducated-are the very same targets of those employers
who refuse to hire smokers, the anti-tobacco forces cannot in good faith condemn
the tobacco industry and congratulate the employers.
Castigating the tobacco industry for targeting vulnerable smokers while applauding the employer for refusing to hire these same vulnerable smokers not only
wounds the victims of tobacco, but wounds the anti-smoking movement itself.
Moral legitimacy and public credibility are risked when nonsmokers turn their
backs on the poor and begin to act like the uncaring elitists that the tobacco industry portrays them to be.
It would be well to remember the fate of the American temperance movement
that enjoyed such overwhelming public support a hundred years ago that it was
able to pass a constitutional amendment prohibiting the sale of alcohol. By taking
the critical step from condemnation to prohibition of demon rum, Carry Nation
and her legions became ludicrous figures in American social history. While prohibition has failed, advocates of greater regulation have enjoyed great success. A
group advocating increased regulation of drinking drivers, MADD (Mothers
Against Drunk Driving), now has 320 chapters nationwide and 600,000 volunteers
and donors. You Can Make a Difference, TIME, Jan. 7, 1985, at 41. For a general
history of the temperance movement, see Robert Day, Cary From Kansas Became A
Nation All Unto Herself, SMITHSONIAN 147 (April 1989). Being true to the rhetoric
that prohibition of cigarettes is not being sought demands that the public health
community reconsider its support for the practice of economically punishing those
who smoke in their homes. To say that an individual has the right to smoke in his
front yard forecloses support for his being fired or not hired for exercising that
right.
The well deserved good name of America's anti-smoking groups ought not to
be squandered in support ofjob discrimination against smokers. Health advocacy
groups and the World Health Organization should instead put their legislative efforts behind their public pronouncements of sympathy for smokers by supporting
very carefully drawn smoker anti-discrimination laws.
126 The ascendancy of the modern anti-smoking movement is only as permanent
as the good sense that the movement demonstrates in prosecuting the war on tobacco. One hundred years ago, there was an anti-smoking movement of such national proportion that it would dwarf anything seen today. Lucy Page Gaston
headed up a group in Chicago that claimed membership of 300,000 and had a paid
staff that ran chapters throughout the United States and Canada. Tate, In the
1800's, Antismoking Was A Burning Issue, SMITHSONIAN, July 1989, at 114. The New
York Times in 1910 endorsed regulating the use of tobacco by observing that "anything that may be done to restrict the general and indiscriminate use of tobacco in
public places, hotels, restaurants, or railroad cars receives the approval of everybody whose approval is worth having." Tate, supra, at 116.
The anti-smoking movement, however, did not direct its principal efforts towards restricting smoking in public places. Instead, it pressed for complete prohibition and the campaign succeeded in 14 states. Id. at 107. The extremism of the
anti-smoking movement was parried by slick tobacco marketing-James Buchanan
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Surgeon General Koop, when asked whether it was fair for
smokers to be fired or discriminated against in employment,
bluntly replied: "That would be punishing a victim. We cannot
' 27
blame people for smoking."'
A principled compromise that recognizes the unfairness of
economically segregating smokers, while also recognizing that
smokers are not the new civil rights victims of the 1990s, is the
basis for the model "Equal Employment for Smokers Act" and
comments that appear in the appendix to this article.
The model act proposed below grants smokers the one and
only right that they justifiably may claim-the right to work if
they are as qualified as anyone else-by clearly stating that employers are free to require that smokers meet all hiring qualifications. Moreover, employers are free to charge smokers more for
the health benefits they use more of, and broad exceptions are
granted for municipalities, health organizations, small entrepreneurs and dangerous work site employers. Remedies are limited
to back wages and injunctive relief.
The immoral nature of the tobacco industry was appropriately captured by Ira Gershwin when he observed that one man's
death is often another man's living. That immorality has taken
on a laughable irony with the tobacco industry, which now promotes not only the death of smokers, but also their ability to earn
a living. It is not surprising that bizarre smoker rights laws
should come from this bizarre embroglio. Bringing common
sense and balance to smoker job protection is critically necessary
Duke, who built America's first tobacco empire, called his first chewing tobacco Pro
Bono Publico. Another Monopoly Goes Up In Smoke, 1911, WALL ST. J., Mar. 3, 1989,
at B . But it was World War I that turned cigarettes into a patriotic icon. When
General Blackjack Pershing told America that "[tiobacco is as indispensable as the
daily ration .... We must have thousands of tons of it without delay," the anti-

smoking forces began to look very unAmerican. Tate, supra, at 116. The rising
number of women cigarette smokers added an elegant cachet to smoking and the
delegitimization of the anti-smoking movement was complete. Id.
By 1932, the tobacco forces could proclaim "although the fight between smokers and nonsmokers still drags on, a glance at statistics proves convincingly that the
latter are but a feeble and ever dwindling minority." Id. at 116-17. Now that it is
smokers who are the "feeble and ever dwindling minority" the triumphant antismoking movement would do well to pause a moment and dwell on the wisdom of
King Solomon: "Pride goes before destruction, a haughty spirit before a fall."
Proverbs 16:18 (New Int'l Version).
127 Marlene Cimons, Smokers Seek Medical Help 50116 More Than Nonsmokers, Surgeon
General Says, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 20, 1985, pt. 1, at 4.
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lest tobacco use becomes a new civil right and American business
is saddled with accommodation of an aggressive new minority...
fifty million strong.' 2 8
128 See Anti-Smoker Wages Battles for the Opposition, ASA
Alliance, Nashville, TN), Dec. 1990, at 1990.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMOKERS ACT
I.

A.

B.

C.

D.

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

An employer shall not refuse to hire an applicant or retain an employee solely on the basis of tobacco smoking
practiced off the employer's premises when it does not
involve the employer's property or employer-paid time.
An employer may require that smoking employees meet
all requirements for gaining and holding the job that are
demanded of non-smokers including all absenteeism,
health and performance rules, standards and hiring
practices.
An employer is permitted to equalize employment and
benefit costs between smoking and non-smoking employees by all rational means. This provision allows an
employer to charge smoking employees a greater premium for health and accident coverage.
Nothing in this Act shall limit, preempt or interfere with
any law, rule, practice or other measure designed to
control or prohibit public or work site smoking.
II.

EXCEPTIONS

This Act shall not apply to the following:
A. Governmental employers including public schools.
B. Employers with 25 or fewer regular employees.
C. Employers, such as asbestos manufacturers, whose work
sites pose a particular danger to employees who smoke.
D. Employers whose mission, in whole or part, involves
controlling smoking or promoting health.
E. Employers who have a rational work related reason for
not hiring or retaining smokers.
III.

A.

B.

REMEDIES

A civil action for injunctive and monetary relief for lost
wages shall be the only remedies for an aggrieved
smoker against an employer. Neither punitive damages
or attorney fees shall be allowed.
To demonstrate a violation of this Act, the aggrieved
smoker must prove each element of the action by clear
and convincing evidence.
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Civil actions under this Act must be commenced no
later than one year after the denial or termination of
employment.
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COMMENTS ON THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SMOKERS ACT
I.

PURPOSES AND FINDINGS

The principal purpose of this Act is to prevent the growing
practice of employers in refusing to hire or retain smokers even
though the smoking is done off thejob. The legislature finds this
to be an unfair practice which imposes a severe economic burden
on society's poor and disadvantaged. This burden is not justified
when the refusal to hire smokers is not a public health measure,
but a hiring practice designed principally to reduce employer
health benefit costs.
The legislature recognizes that the burden on the disadvantaged is not easily avoided given the addictive nature of tobacco
use. Finally, hiring bans undermine smokers' rights of privacy to
choose to use a legal product in the home.
The legislature also recognizes, however, that smoking is not
an activity that in any way deserves the protection of civil rights
employment laws. These laws appropriately protect individuals
who are, by birth, immutably and permanently made members of
classes that have often suffered quite outrageous discrimination.
Unlike race or gender, smoking involves at least some degree of
choice, and unlike religious freedom, smoking is not an activity of
such transcendent value that legal protection for its practice must
extend to all areas of social and economic life. When employers
refuse to hire smokers, they are motivated by the innocent and
worthwhile goal of reducing health care costs, and not by an evil
desire to discriminate against blacks or women. Employers,
therefore, should not be subject to the rigorous legal scrutiny
that would be imposed were smoking elevated to the level of another civil right. Moreover, this Act makes liberal exceptions for
employers who have particular needs to hire non-smokers.
II.
A.

SECTION COMMENTS

Employment practices

The object of the legislation is equal treatment for otherwise
qualified smokers. Inability to properly do the job or excessive
absences or a history of excessive absences allows the employer
to refuse to hire or to fire the smoker. While protecting employment opportunities for smokers, this Act recognizes the right of
employers to equalize the employment and benefit costs between
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smokers and nonsmokers. Employers are free to charge higher
health and accident coverage premiums to smoking employees.
Provision I-D is added to make clear that Clean Indoor Air
laws and policies are in no way preempted or interfered with by
this law. Employers remain free to control smoking on the premises or during work hours.
B.

Exceptions

Exempting governmental employers from this Act is done in
recognition of the policy that public tax revenues should be allocated to public services and should not be diverted to tobaccorelated health and employment costs. This policy is particularly
true in view of the limited funds available to schools, municipalities, and other governmental entities that have a limited ability to
increase revenues.
Other exceptions are granted to protect smokers from work
sites that pose particular dangers to them, such as asbestos or
chemical manufacturers. These dangers are produced by the
synergistic effect of smoking in combination with the inhalation
of dangerous chemicals or particles. Public health and private
morality demand that employers have the right not to endanger
smokers from such effects. Small employers with 25 or fewer employees are exempted, as is the case in the Americans with Disabilities Act. Health related employers, such as the American
Medical Association, various medical employers and voluntary
associations, may appropriately decide that their mission is compromised by having smokers on the payroll, given that a primary
goal may be to eliminate smoking. Thus, these employers are
exempted.
Finally, a catchall provision is provided for employers with a
national work related reason not to hire smokers. For example, a
computer manufacture who maintains a clean room may be exempted because smokers may continue to exhale or shed pollutants even though the smoking was done the night before. A
department store may appropriately refuse to hire a smoker to
sell perfume, even though the smoking may be confined to the
home, when such smoking may significantly interfere with the
need of an employer to have an employee that smells only of perfume and not of cigarette smoke.
C. Remedies
Smokers who are denied employment or dismissed are pro-
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vided a civil action for injunctive and monetary relief. In view of
the determination that cigarette smokers are not a protected class
of civil rights victims, it is not appropriate that civil rights remedies be imposed. Punitive damages and attorney fees are disallowed and the aggrieved smoker bears the burden of producing
convincing proof of a violation of this Act.

